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08:00  Registration & Networking

 Chair’s opening address and interactive 
polling

09:00  INSPIRATIONAL KEYNOTE:  
How to build a successful large 
brand-retail partnership to execute 
agile omnichannel NPD (new 
product development) that inspires 
and delights your consumers

Catarina Molin Österlund, Head of eCommerce, Sweden, Arla 
Foods 
Three years ago, Catarina developed an eCommerce strategy for Arla Foods 
in Sweden. The company was already active in the eCommerce space, 
although this wasn’t previously a strategic initiative. Catarina’s team of 4 is 
currently implementing this strategy and leading the way to encourage all 
employees across the organisation to embrace the opportunity of eRetail and 
make it a natural part of everyone’s role. Catarina believes that digital tech 
is a means to create higher value and more relevant products and services 
for consumers. Digital tech needn’t be a reason to develop ‘cool things’ that 
serve little purpose – it needs to always be aimed at fulfilling the needs of 
consumers.

Alice Hawcroft, eCommerce Client Director, Nectar Loyalty, 
Sainsbury’s
Alice heads up a team of 5, covering Sainsbury’s UK eCommerce media 
business. Her work centres around ensuring that brands are successfully 
engaged with the Sainsbury’s eCommerce offering, that Sainsbury’s is supporting 
them to get the best use of their digital media, and that there is a consistency 
between the online and offline store experiences.
A project is currently in pipeline, which will implement a new tool aimed at 
creating efficiencies when adding brand content onto the main Sainsbury’s 
website, and allow end to end media evaluations.
Alice believes that digital will make the purchase of food and beverage more 
of a connected experience - whether through connected stores or connecting 
consumers at home to the products they are purchasing.

•  How large brands can bring low-scale NPD to market and 
test it across multiple consumers

•  How retailers can support suppliers to develop and launch 
new products online

•  Using short sprints to make your product development more 
relevant to consumers

•  Experiences of brands that are working outside of traditional 
business models

Building Your Consumer-Centric Digital Business
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Ali Holmes, UK eCommerce Director, PepsiCo
Ali has led the UK eCommerce team at PepsiCo for the past 3 years, and he 
draws on a long experience in data-driven digital sales. His projects are mainly 
focused on implementing ways to improve the user journey within PepsiCo’s 
eCommerce strategies.

09:20  KEYNOTE TALK: How to transition 
to one global, consumer-facing 
website to present a seamless 
and personalised view for your 
consumers

09:40  PANEL & INTERACTIVE POLLING: How 
can you capture and analyse the right 
consumer data to gain actionable 
insights and drive conversion rates?

Christophe Gregoire, IT eCommerce Team Leader, Carrefour
Christophe manages a team of 10 functional and technical analysts, covering 
the Belgian eCommerce market. This includes all food and non-food products, 
and the ‘Simply You Box’ product. Over the past year, Christophe’s team has 
been heavily focused on a ‘one site’ project, to merge various Carrefour 
websites into one main site that covers all eCommerce propositions, marketing 
communications and content. Christophe believes that the biggest short-term 
impact of digital tech on the F&B space will be in personalised content based 
on big data intelligence. Looking further to the future, he is intrigued about the 
possibility of voice commerce for the industry.

Olivier Luxon, Director of eCommerce, Digital & Big Data, Carrefour
Following many years of leading IT teams and delivering eCommerce and 
digital projects for big brands, Olivier is now in charge of key IT departments for 
Carrefour Belgium. In his role, he develops key strategies to align the business 
and IT departments to optimise delivery and time to market.

Olivier is passionate about driving digital technology in the traditional grocer 
retailer model to become more agile, adopt quicker decision-making processes 
and innovate faster.  He believes this will help them to thrive in the future F&B 
landscape and compete successfully with pure-players.

Panellists:
Monika Szilva, Head of Digital, eBusiness & Media, Hungary, Nestlé
Monika heads Nestlé’s digital business in Hungary. She is also the head of 
consumer marketing and consumer insights, and is responsible for digital 

•  Merging various websites into one main site that covers all 
eCommerce propositions, marketing and content – strategic 
and technical considerations and hurdles

•  Quickly evaluating the available tools and picking the best 
solution, given the requirements of the business

• I ntegrating one consumer-facing website with two backend 
systems, to present a seamless view for consumers

•  Personalising the online consumer journey

•  Assessing and enriching your in-house data, while also 
using third party data to inform your product and business 
decisions

•  Identifying where your target audience is located and which 
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products they want, to drive more meaningful product 
propositions

•  Analysing which communication channels, styles and 
frequency your consumers prefer so you can better engage 
them

•  Uncovering which elements of your digital media are driving 
the most conversions and investing in those touchpoints

•  Connecting datasets across multiple product lines and 
creating holistic consumer profiles to optimise cross-selling 
opportunities

•  Building out your data collection infrastructure to efficiently 
comply with GDPR

•  Successfully orchestrating cross-functional digital- and data 
collaborations to achieve a single consumer view

transformation across 8 categories and c. 50 brands in the local market. 
Monika’s team works with the businesses to ensure the infrastructure they 
need is in place to support the transformation. Her work has resulted in the 
development of a digitally-driven market intelligence team creating ROI added 
value. Monika believes that data-driven strategies will increasingly drive 
precisely targeted personalised communications. She feels that connecting 
previously separate data sources and transforming people’s thinking to a more 
‘digitally driven ROI mindset’ will be the foundation of change for the most 
successful F&B companies.

Iina Kaypnen, Head of Media & Digital Acceleration, Heineken
Iina leads cross-functional digital transformation at HEINEKEN Russia. Along 
with a team of digital experts, she is implementing various projects aimed 
at instilling the move to data-driven commerce throughout functions. One 
current project involves implementing and scaling up personalised, data-
driven discounts for consumers to optimize the company’s promo-efficiency. 
Iina believes that digital and data are coming to the fore as a way for small and 
medium-sized food and beverage companies to win against the industry giants. 
When a company isn’t able to ‘out-spend’ its larger rivals, digital enables them 
to ‘outsmart’ them instead.

Stuart Heffernan, Head of eBusiness, Pernod Ricard
Stuart is head of eCommerce in the UK, where he manages a team of 8 people. 
He also works with a wider global team to develop the company’s e-retail 
strategy. Based on research into how people shop online for alcoholic beverages, 
the team put together an improved shopper journey and improved content, which 
resulted in a significant upturn in sales performance on Amazon. They have 
since convinced various multi-channel retailers to improve their content off the 
back of this. Stuart believes that digital technology provides small- and medium-
sized brands with a new opportunity to make a big impact on their market. 
The businesses that view eCommerce as a massive opportunity and that work 
collaboratively with retailers and third-party businesses will win in this space.
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10:20  CASE STUDY: How to best organise 
your teams to successfully drive for 
digital- & data-driven transformation

Iina Kaypnen, Head of Media & Digital Acceleration, Heineken •  Getting internal alignment on the objectives for your digital 
roadmap and how you plan to achieve them

•  Recruiting, training and keeping the best digital and data talent
•  Bridging the gap between your marketing, commercial and 

IT teams to allow digital transformation to flourish even 
when time and resources are limited

•  Recognising when an uplift in sales is attributable to your 
digital activities, and which digital activities have the biggest 
impact on sales, to make a clear case for investment

•  Successfully orchestrating cross-functional digital- and data 
collaborations to achieve a single consumer view

Luke Harrison, Head of Data Science & Systems, Oakhouse 
Foods (a Kerry Foods Company)
Luke looks after the data science and IT function at Oakhouse, which covers 
all technical infrastructure for the business. He manages an internal team of 
4 people and multiple external suppliers, who ensure that data flows through 
their systems in the optimal way to provide valuable insights. When the 
company was seeing low conversion rates on their eCommerce website, Luke’s 
team encouraged new visitors to share their data, and the company followed 
up by sending people a high-quality brochure. This approach, and the insights 
gleaned from the new data, directly increased online acquisition through the 
eCommerce channel by 1000% within one month.

Luke believes the biggest benefit of digital technology is for companies to offer 
personalised online experiences to consumers. Oakhouse’s brand new website 
uses data to completely tailor and personalise the onsite experience, so that 
visitors perceive that the site has been put together just for them.
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Moderator:
Andrew Pearl, VP Strategy & Insight, Profitero
Andrew leads Profitero’s Strategy and Insights team in EMEA, helping brand 
customers to accelerate their eCommerce performance across all areas of the 
digital shelf. Prior to Profitero, Andrew spent 13 years in Category Management 
and Shopper Marketing roles at Mars, McCormick and Tata Global Beverages. 
Andrew is a frequent speaker at industry events and his insights are regularly 
featured in retail press. Profitero was recently nominated as Best Agency in the 
eCommerce Awards for Excellence by its customer Bayer Healthcare, helping 
them to achieve double digit sales growth on Amazon. Andrew believes that 
eCommerce analytics allows F&B companies to ensure their products are always 
available online, always visible and always driving sales (through benchmarking 
and maintaining best-in-class product content). Moreover, eCommerce analytics 
will continue to ensure businesses avoid wasting time and valuable investment 
by only focusing on the actions that will drive the highest sales growth.

Panellists:
Jack Daniel, Head of Digital UK&I, Molson Coors
As Digital Director at Molson Coors UK & I, Jack oversees a team across 
digital marketing, multiple eCommerce areas and Customer 360. During his 2 
years at Molson Coors, Jack has been bringing together people passionate 
about digital from across the Molson Coors business as well as consolidating 
technology, process, and capability programmes to enable them. He has led 
change projects in social media & content management, B2B ecommerce, 
DTC and customer service. Jack believes that as digital evolves, the context 
in which we market and sell beer will change. Digital will have a big impact on 

11:20  PANEL & INTERACTIVE POLLING: 
How can you drive change by 
developing your organisational 
structure and company culture 
to take advantage of digital 
innovations?

•  How to get internal alignment on the objectives for your 
digital roadmap and how you plan to achieve them

•  Building the right organisational structure to drive your 
digital agenda forwards

•  Developing the company culture and skillsets to take 
advantage of digital technology

•  Enabling your commercial teams to leverage digital and 
data-driven tools to improve efficiency

Aligning Your Teams & Culture for Digital Success

10:40  Networking Break
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how F&B companies manage themselves operationally and on how they show 
up differently to customers and consumers. Food and beverage is a traditional 
people-interaction industry, and he believes the industry needs to innovate in 
the right places, whilst using digital tech to complement powerful traditional 
channels, rather than disrupting them for disruption’s sake.

Christian Huelsdau, Head of Global eCommerce, Haribo
A large part of Christian’s role is to build knowledge-sharing between teams 
based in different countries around the world. He also focuses heavily on 
better understanding how online consumer behaviour is changing and on 
improving the online shopper journey.

He is currently working on projects to identify the impulse moment online. He 
is also undertaking a major global training programme and is building a D2C 
site. Christian believes that online shopping will only grow in popularity in the 
future and will be heavily influenced by the level of quality offered by retailers. 
He feels that product quality and meeting precise delivery times will be more 
important to shoppers than achieving the shortest delivery times.

Vishal Krishna, Specialist & eCommerce Channel Lead UK & 
Ireland, Nestlé Purina
Vishal manages a team of 7 people, split into two separate areas: ‘eCommerce’ 
and ‘Specialist’. His role is to run the team of category managers and content 
and data specialists, and to set the strategy for each division. He also works 
closely with retailers to align with their digital strategies. The biggest success to 
date for Vishal’s team is being ranked number 1 in the Advantage Group survey 
for eCommerce suppliers in 2019. Vishal believes that the biggest opportunity 
of digital technology is to create links all the way through the funnel. Digital 
tech will increasingly give F&B companies the tools to recruit shoppers from 
organic search and bring them through the entire journey to purchase.
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George Dean, Head Commercial Management, Ocado Zoom
George is responsible for Ocado Retail’s on-demand delivery business 
- reporting directly into the CEO of Ocado. He leads his team of eight in 
pioneering 1 hour on-demand grocery delivery in West London – pending the 
success of this trial, Ocado Zoom will look to expand to the rest of London.  
Currently George is focusing on the right merchandising, marketing and 
product development: In particular he is passionate about discovering what 
current consumers and potential new consumers really want from their online 
grocery shopping – and making sure his business delivers it to them. 

12:40  KEYNOTE CASE STUDY: Our road 
to launching 1 hour on-demand 
grocery delivery: How to meet the 
expectations of highly demanding 
customers and open up your market-
share to brand new consumers

•  How to best segment your customers to understand what 
they want: Impulsive buyers, young families etc.

•  How to best segment your grocery products to build the 
best delivery strategy

•  How to find and engage the best on demand delivery suppliers
•  How to overcome the challenges of grocery delivery 

including different packaging sizing, formats, fragile items etc.

13:00  Networking Lunch MASTERCLASS: Title tbc commercetools

Tbc, Data Impact 

Tbc, commercetools

12:00  CASE STUDY: Talk title Tbc

12:20 INDUSTRY KEYNOTE: Talk title Tbc
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TRACK A – New Frontiers In Your Retail Strategy TRACK B – Innovating Your eGrocery, Marketplace  
& D2C Strategies

Synergy Workshops
Limited to 30 attendees

FOR BRANDS SELLING THROUGH RETAILERS AND FOR RETAILERS FOR BRANDS SELLING THROUGH MARKETPLACES AND D2C SIGN-UP IN ADVANCE -  
OPEN TO ALL ATTENDEES

Chair’s opening address
Luke O’Connell, Head of Digital & CRM – IS, Danone

Chair’s opening address
Viv Craske, Founder, Amaze Agency
Viv works with retail brands and CPGs that want to scale their Amazon 
business without the high costs of recruiting or staying up to date with 
Amazon’s ever-changing platform. He is former Managing Director of 
mySupermarket where he helped optimise the eCommerce strategy for the 
likes of Birds Eye, Nestle and Pernod Ricard.
Viv believes that advances in robotics and logistics will be the driving force 
for eCommerce growth for CPGs, and that tech will enable a merging of 
CPG, retail and food-to-go business models.

AMAZON WORKSHOP: 
How to develop an 
Amazon advertising 
strategy to build your 
brand and drive sales 
revenue
•  Unlocking the potential 

of Amazon for brand 
building and to 
influence physical sales

•  Leveraging the various 
ways of selling on 
Amazon

•  Ensuring your Amazon 
activity doesn’t harm 
direct sales through 
your own website

•  Generating positive 
consumer feedback on 

14.00 14.00
14.00

CASE STUDY INTERACTIVE: How to direct consumers to 
stores with geo-location and then drive omnichannel in-
store conversions by a smart shelf
Anna Kouzoleva, Senior Digital Brand & Innovation Leader - 
EU & eComm, Mars

OXFORD STYLE DEBATE: Brands will sell more D2C or 
through marketplaces than through retailers in 10 years’ 
time – For & Against
For:
•  D2C and marketplaces are better channels as they give 

brands increased insight into consumer demands and 
shopping patterns

•  Advances in digital technology will continue to drive the 
shift towards D2C and marketplace sales

Alex Chatterton, Head of D2C eCommerce & Digital, Arla Foods

14.10 14.10
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Amazon
•  Bringing your branded 

content to life on 
Amazon

Paul Hackwell, Head 
of FMCG Advertising, 
Amazon
Since launching the Amazon 
advertising strategic accounts 
team in 2013, Paul has been 
working with IRI to prove the 
impact that Amazon ads deliver 
on offline sales. His team is also 
focused on launching Amazon 
product sampling in the UK.
Paul believes that the biggest 
area of digital technology 
development in food and 
beverage will be voice 
integration; and the biggest 
impact of digital tech will be on 
the speed of delivery.

Alex was brought into Arla in April 2018, after the company decided to 
‘cut out the middleman’ and start up a D2C channel. The key objective of 
Alex’s work is to use D2C to better understand consumers and improve 
profitability. He is responsible for all D2C platforms and marketplaces in 
the UK, and in the future will have responsibility for rolling out this strategy 
across Europe. Establishing a completely new channel in a very traditional 
organisation (from initial business case to fully-fledged platform) has been 
an eye-opening experience. Alex believes we are currently seeing a great 
trend towards D2C. The quicker that brands understand how to create points 
of difference for each D2C proposition and ensure it doesn’t put a stress on 
their relationships with retailers, the bigger the market will become.

Against:
•  The traditional brand / retailer relationship still works well 

for both parties and will continue to evolve and thrive
•  The hurdles to selling D2C and through marketplaces will 

delay any fundamental shift towards these channels
Stephen Honight, eCommerce & Performance Marketing 
Lead, Pukka Herbs (a Unilever company)
Steve is responsible for developing Pukka’s Global eCommerce business, with a 
specific focus on established markets in the UK, Europe and US.
The company will be rolling out a significant UK media campaign in Autumn 2019, 
which will include the launch of ‘Peace Tea’. The digital activation will leverage 
the Amazon retail and media platforms to drive both online and offline sales.
Steve believes that one of the major driving forces in the digitalisation of 
the food and beverage sector will be the introduction of driverless delivery 
vehicles. Reduced delivery costs will unlock new business models and 
make it possible for a lower basket value to be sold online and delivered to 
consumers in a profitable way.
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CASE STUDY: From high tech to high touch: How to use 
digital tech to improve your in-store experience and drive 
both offline and online sales
•  How digital tools can boost interaction in your stores, 

improve consumers’ experience, and 
•  How can the digital experience help drive both offline sales?
• How can the instore experience help drive and online sales
•  Using digital solutions in-store to maintain great relationships 

with your consumers
John McDonnell, Managing Director International,  
Tito’s Handmade Vodka
John manages clients in 150 countries across the globe. His role covers 
the duty-free channel and the military, and crosses areas including sales, 
marketing and logistics.
Tito’s has had great success with their online community, which encourages 
consumers to share photos of themselves with their dogs. This has given 
rise to an additional product line of dog paraphernalia, for which 100% of the 
proceeds are donated to pet welfare organisations.
Only 1.8% of alcoholic beverages are currently purchased online, and 
John expects to see a huge increase in this number over the next 5 years. 
He believes that this increase will be driven by the growing number of 
organisations that are active in the alcohol delivery space.

CASE STUDY: How to drive traffic to your website and take your 
consumers on an inspiring journey from search to purchase
•  Using data to identify the optimum marketing mix across 

online and offline channels to drive traffic
•  Unlocking consumer insights to develop a differentiated 

online user experience - building a user-optimised online 
platform to maximise conversion

•  Using mobile optimised imagery to make your products 
highly visible and user-friendly

•  Designing your website to instil trust and encourage sales 
- merging your content and transactional pages, to lead 
browsers through the purchase funnel

•  Knowing how and where your products should be 
presented, and choosing the best product selection

Sue McVie, D2C Director, Kerry Foods
As the MD of Oakhouse Foods (a newly acquired subsidiary of Kerry Foods), 
Sue is tasked with building a personalised D2C service for consumers, 
leveraging digital technologies to acquire and service customers across 
both online and offline channels. They recently launched a website based 
on direct insights from consumers during an extensive research process, 
aimed at providing the best possible online consumer experience across all 
key devices.
Sue believes that, in the future, ‘digital’ will move from being a specialist area 
to being a mainstream part of every food and beverage business. Anyone 
operating successfully in the sector will need an excellent digital strategy 
and a solid grasp of digital skills.

14.5014.50
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CASE STUDY: Talk title tbc
eStoreMedia

INNOVATION SPOTLIGHT:
How to best understand your customer data analytics to 
improve online sales

15.1015.10
ON-DEMAND 
RETAILER-BRAND 
COLLABORATION 
WORKSHOP: How to 
profit from the shift to 
online convenience 
shopping and on-
demand delivery
•  Understanding what 

on-demand delivery 
could be worth to your 
business

•  Finding optimal price 
points - knowing what 
consumers are willing to 
pay for convenience

•  Partnerships between 
brands and retailers 
– who to partner with 
and how to structure a 
successful partnership

•  Resourcing for on-
demand delivery – 
where you should lean 

15.10

FIRESIDE CHAT: How to use cutting-edge payments tech, 
both online and in-store to help boost your sales
•  Using payments tech on your website to minimise cart 

abandonment and encourage repeat purchase
•  Issuing digital receipts after in-store purchases to increase 

loyalty
•  Implementing self-service payment options in-store to save 

time and labour costs
Moderator:
Luke O’Connell, Head of Digital & CRM – IS, Danone

FIRESIDE CHAT: How to use social media to compete with 
disruptors and engage new consumers in a cost-effective way
•  Distributing your content marketing through social channels 

and online platforms to engage consumers in a cost-
effective way

•  Tapping into social media and online influencers to gain 
new followers

•  Creating authority in your space through regular blogging 
and posting

•  Empowering your employees to represent your company on 
social media and convert their followers into consumers

•  Ensuring your employees are representing your brand in the 
best way and sending the right messages

Speakers:
Ollie Ratcliffe, Digital Communications Specialist, Taylors of 
Harrogate & Yorkshire Tea
Ollie has been brought into the business with a focus on developing and 
nurturing both new and existing consumer relationships in the UK and in 
overseas export markets. He covers all aspects of the digital marketing 
mix across Yorkshire Tea and Taylor’s of Harrogate including social, web, 
video and content. With his team Ollie is currently leading a long-term 
project, looking at how these digital channels can be used as channels 
of entertainment, to own usage occasions and increase frequency of 

15.30 15.30
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CASE STUDY INTERACTIVE: How to implement on-demand 
delivery to make your products known to a wider audience
•   Being responsive to evolving consumer demands, such as 

the shift to online convenience shopping and on-demand 
delivery

ALL STAR PANEL: How can you integrate Amazon into your 
channel strategy to increase sales and stay competitive?

•  Getting the best value for money from your Amazon strategy
•  Integrating your Amazon strategy into your overall channel 

strategy

16.0016.00

in, and what services 
you should add into 
your online proposition

•  Identifying and 
overcoming challenges 
around the commercial 
structure of on-demand 
delivery

• Onboarding your stores

Katie Hunter, Grocery, 
Convenience & FMCG 
Lead for UK Innovation, 
Uber Eats
Katie leads Uber Eats’ grocery 
and convenience segment 
and develops cross-platform 
FMCG capabilities. Her team 
consists of 5 brand activation 
managers, who work closely 
with key FMCGs to help them 
reach more consumers, more 
frequently, for more occasions 
through on-demand delivery. 
By bringing new projects and 
formats onto the platform, Uber 
Eats allows retailers and brand 
owners to directly communicate 
with and sell to consumers at 

consumption. Ollie believes that, in the long-term, brand personality and 
creativity will become key and that delivering this through authentic, insight-
led content will be instrumental in cutting through the noise of a competitive 
landscape. The days of buying into a brand solely on its product offering are 
fading as savvy customers are looking for not just what a brand can do for 
them but how a brand’s CSR activities are helping everyone else.

Jade Morand, Head of Marketing, Kolibri Drinks
Jade leads a lean and extremely driven marketing team. She is focused 
on the UK and is also currently exploring expansion into US markets. Jade 
is currently launching a CBD product into the market and is working on 
overcoming the numerous barriers to advertising a cannabis-related product. 
The project is pushing her to think outside of box by exploring new and 
untapped channels and methods to promote the product. Jade feels that 
digital tech is making a massive impact within the F&B industry with new 
start-ups and large corporates utilising savvy routes to market every day. 
Trends which she believes will continue to make the biggest impact include: 
D2C distribution to cut out the middleman, reduce costs and have total 
ownership of the end to end process; pop up experiential events promoted 
on social media channels by the organiser and their attendees; and voice 
commerce that use smart speakers such as Amazon’s ‘Alexa’ to order 
F&B products online with home delivery. Tech to improve the consumer 
experience in foodservice (such as touch screen ordering kiosks, online 
ordering and delivery, integrated payment methods and digital customer 
feedback tablets at the end of meals) is also on the rise.
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•  Knowing which geographic areas and which products to 
prioritise in your on-demand strategy

•  Finding optimal price points for on-demand delivery and 
other convenience services

Panellists:
Lourens Van Dijk, eCommerce Performance Manager, 
Nespresso
Lourens’ team drives eCommerce across the Nordic region. He works with a 
centralised team of 10 people in the company’s Stockholm office.
Lourens has been working on a new ‘subscription and recurring ordering’ 
programme, which enables consumers to pay a monthly credit which they can 
spend on coffee. This will be launched to the public in 2020. Lourens believes 
that digital tech will have the biggest impact on delivery in the F&B sector – 
enabling more same-day deliveries, home deliveries and online convenience 
shopping. This trend is already developing rapidly in the Nordic market.

•  Vendor relationship vs. seller relationship - which model is 
right for which brand?

•  Knowing what uplift you can expect on AmazonFresh and 
Amazon Prime

• Top tips for SEO on marketplaces
• How to set your pricing (as a vendor or seller)
• Deciding how much time and resource to focus on Amazon
•  Creating a differentiated portfolio of branded merchandise 

on marketplaces

Panellists:
Scott Doherty, Head of eCommerce, Ferrero
Scott leads Ferrero’s eCommerce and digital transformation strategies in 
the UK. He believes that digital tech provides speed and convenience for 
the food and beverage industry and is also a great vehicle for disruption 
and innovation. Digital levels the playing field for brands and provides a 
democratisation in retail. Scott feels that digital tech will increasingly give 
challenger brands the opportunity to take a leadership role, meaning that 
major manufacturers need to adapt their approach.

Lucas Seiler, Global Digital Commercial Director, Mars
Lucas’ responsibility is to drive a harmonised and digitalised consumer 
approach globally, across all Mars segments. To achieve this objective, 
along with his team he is currently developing a new agile digital tooling 
for global consumers. Lucas believes that digital technology offers F&B 
companies a huge opportunity to leverage the digital shelf to increase the 
size of their portfolios.

Francis Nicholas, Group Digital Director, Nomad Foods
Francis is focussed on eCommerce and upstream commercial innovation. 

home. Katie’s team also helps 
independent convenience 
retailers to create an efficient 
and appealing store-front online, 
broaden their sales offering and 
reach a new audience. Katie 
sees the key opportunities 
for the industry around D2C 
propositions and reliable in-
the-minute data reporting. 
These two areas combined can 
help big brands, independent 
retailers and larger groups alike 
find an edge in the industry and 
drive real change.
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eCommerce is a key growth driver for the company, with businesses in 
most European markets. Nomad Foods is driving meal solutions with many 
retailers, which help to drive basket size, a proven lever to driving online 
profitability. Nomad Foods continually reviews the figital technology 
landscape, which offers a myriad of opportunity for both brands and retailers 
across all stages of the purchase funnel, whether providing inspiration in 
new ideas of meals to prepare or helping the consumer to navigate the 
physical store fixture.

Stephen Honight, eCommerce & Performance Marketing 
Lead, Pukka Herbs  (a Unilever company)

16:40  Networking Break

Igniting Brand & Retailer Collaboration
17:10  KEYNOTE TALK: How retailers can 

support brands to ensure they have 
the right products in the right place 
at the right time at the right price

Maxim Sivokon, Head of Big Data Products Monetisation,  
X5 Retail Group
Maxim is responsible for products for FMCG brands, in the areas of ‘category 
management analysis and advertising’ and ‘brand marketing’. He works closely 
with the FMCG brands that sell through X5 Retail to ensure they are efficiently 
advertising to the retailers’ 40 million loyalty programme members. FMCG 
brands are able to work with the X5 Retail database as if it were their own, to 
target consumers, run surveys and analyse profiles. Along with his team, Maxim 
has recently been running some exciting pilots with brands including Heineken.

• Collecting and monetising data from offline stores
•  Merging category analysis, business analysis and sales 

analysis to drive sales and build long-term loyalty
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17:30  PANEL & INTERACTIVE POLLING: 
Moving beyond traditional 
partnerships and driving change: 
How can brands and retailers join 
forces to innovate the F&B industry?

Panellists:
Gemma Chapple, Head of Impulse Digital, PepsiCo
Gemma looks after the Digital team for the Impulse side of the business, 
including emerging partnerships.  She is responsible for building joint digital 
partnerships to grow the company’s eCommerce trading and integrate with 
end consumers. Gemma has a heavy focus on digitally activating Wholesale 
RTM’s, Symbol Retailers and Managed Convenience customers plus key QSRs 
(including outlets like PizzaHut and Subway); and she is currently investing 
heavily in building partnerships for rapid delivery partners. Gemma feels that it 
has never been more exciting to work in the F&B industry - companies need to 
understand and adapt their approach to the changing needs of outlets stocking 
their businesses right through to the convenient options that consumers are 
now demanding to purchase food and drink. Technology is an enabler for the 
industry, and F&B companies need to create effective partnerships to move at 
pace and meet the needs of evolving customers.

Ajay Lakhwani, Global VP Commercial, Deliveroo
Ajay manages all new business globally and leads a global team of around 300 
people. In addition to various other business streams, Ajay is responsible for 
growing the ‘health and convenience’ proposition, which supplies convenience 
products to consumers within a short timeframe. His team does this through 
partnerships with convenience stores, large retailer and major brands.

Deliveroo recently announced the launch of new app aimed at facilitating 
communications between restaurants and suppliers.
Ajay believes that digital tech presents two key opportunities for the F&B 
sector. One is the ‘virtual brand’, which enables F&B companies to operate 
from virtual kitchens and do online audits, giving consumers access to a better 
selection of products at better prices. The second advantage of digital is to 
enable consumers to purchase and receive convenience and add-on products 
within short timeframes.

Luke O’Connell, Head of Digital & CRM – IS, Danone

•  How can you best collaborate to accelerate your digital 
transformation?

• How can you work together to grow your online visibility?
•  What are the opportunities to offer better products to your 

consumers?
•  What changes can you make to offer better services to 

consumers?
•  Establishing meaningful data sharing partnerships - how can 

you use secure, decentralised data repositories to realise 
the full power of sharing your data?
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18:10 European Food Festival 
Networking Reception 

Sponsored by
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08:00  Registration & Networking

08:00  Diversity and inclusion breakfast 
briefing – women in food and 
beverage

Chair’s opening address

09:00  KEYNOTE TALK: How to develop a 
future-proofed eCommerce model to 
provide a world-class experience for 
your consumers

May Pan, Global Head of Consumer Technology, Diageo 
May looks after consumer-facing technology globally, across all brands 
and markets. This includes D2C and eCommerce channels, and also CDP 
solutions to create a single genome for each consumer and facilitate cross-
referencing across the company’s brands. She works closely with the 
business to drive traffic to the websites and to drive conversions. Recent 
projects have been aimed at developing a future-proofed world-class 
consumer experience at the company’s visitor centres. This has included 
evaluating and implementing tech solutions that facilitate the sale of the 
company’s core products, as well as tickets and merchandise. May believes 
that large F&B companies need to start looking at tech in the way startups 
do, and tackling tech in bite-size pieces. The key to this is setting up the right 
organisational- and team structures, and operating models, that underpin how 
tech is supported internally. Approaching digital tech in this way will enable 
companies to trial and implement new solutions, and to fully ingrain them into 
the business.

•  Knowing where digital tech can most benefit your F&B 
business, and what is the right eCommerce model for you

•  CDP solutions to create a single genome for each consumer 
and facilitate cross-referencing across the company’s brands

•  Prioritising your business challenges, and finding and 

Luke O’Connell, Head of Digital & CRM – IS, Danone

May Pan, Global Head of Consumer Technology, Diageo

Inspiring Online Consumer Loyalty 
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assessing the digital tools that can solve them
•  Identifying which digital activities will have the highest ROI at 

scale
•  Getting management buy-in and finding the budget to test 

new digital solutions
•  Recognising when an uplift in sales is attributable to your 

digital activities, and which digital activities have the biggest 
impact on sales, to make a clear case for investment

09:20  PANEL & INTERACTIVE POLLING: 
How can you design a content-rich 
online journey that instils trust and 
loyalty and maximises the lifetime 
value of your consumers?

•  How you can build loyalty throughout your consumers’ 
end-to-end journey to maximise the lifetime value of your 
consumers?

•  Introducing elements such as shoppable packaging, 
improved touch functionality and shoppable features on your 
website, to enable shoppers to buy from you more easily

•  Planning for online shoppers and multi-channel shoppers, 
and knowing the differences between the two

•  Post-purchase techniques to convert one-time purchasers 
into loyal consumers

•  Triggering multi-purchases and impulse buying online to 
increase consumers’ basket value

•  Using martech for brand activation and to communicate 
directly with your consumers

Panellists:
Danny Cramer, Head of Commercial Insight, Iceland Foods
Danny manages a team of 15 and is responsible for web, consumer and CRM 
analytics utilising digital technology to drive sales and optimise costs. He 
manages the team that oversees the planning of and resourcing of consumer 
facing delivery vans across nearly 1,000 stores. He also manages a ‘conversion 
rate optimisation’ team, which seamlessly presents different versions of the 
website to consumers and analyses interactions to determine the most favourable 
experience for consumers. Danny believes that the biggest opportunity of digital 
technology for F&B companies is around the personalisation of content. Many 
industry players still have a ‘one size fits all’ model, although the tools at hand 
enable companies to speak individually to every consumer without encroaching 
on their personal data. There is a fine balance to be met and retailers shouldn’t 
wait around if they are to remain relevant.

Steven Carabasu, UK Director of Product, HelloFresh
As head of the UK consumer department, Steven is responsible for the insights 
team (which uses data to understand consumer demands), the product team 
(which manages the existing portfolio and NPD), the culinary team and the 
consumer care team.
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During much of 2019, Steven’s work has focused on enhancing the product 
proposition to deliver improved value to customers and address additional 
segments. His teams’ focus on better understanding the consumer base and 
refining the product strategy has helped the company to identify and target 
additional areas for revenue growth. Steven believes that the most successful 
F&B companies of the future will use digital technology to expand their 
propositions in a way which creates unique and customised experiences for 
each consumer, and which integrates into multiple aspects of consumers’ lives.

Lourens Van Dijk, eCommerce Performance Manager, Nespresso

10:00  INDUSTRY KEYNOTE: Talk title Tbc  

10:20  Networking Break

10:50  CASE STUDY: How to leverage 
personalised content across multiple 
online channels to raise awareness 
of your business and create better 
brand engagement

•  Creating personalised content that engages today’s multi-
channel shoppers

•  Producing relevant, engaging and actionable content for 
today’s multi-channel shopper

•  Using data insights to personalise your email campaigns and 
website content to better engage consumers

•  Targeting specific demographics or consumer segments with 
localised content

•  Measuring the impact of your content on overall sales and on 
brand awareness

•  How brands can optimally manage their content on retailers’ 
websites

•  Gaining a clear picture of your consumer segments, 
and using this to inform your business decisions and 
communication strategies

Stuart Heffernan, Head of eBusiness, Pernod Ricard

EVRYTHNG
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11:10  CASE STUDY INTERACTIVE: Getting 
personal: How to use data analytics 
to delight discerning consumers with 
mass-customised F&B solutions

•  Leveraging data during the product creation phase, to 
develop products your consumers will be highly receptive to

•  Analysing shopping behaviours to reveal how consumers 
want to purchase and consume food and drink

•  How large organisations can capture the customisation trend 
at scale

•  Developing unique products through differentiated product 
selection that consumers will pay a premium for

Kamila Sitwell, Co-Founder, Kolibri Drinks
Throughout her career, Kamila has primarily worked in data analytics and 
strategy, identifying new market opportunities for large FMCG companies. Over 
the past 18 months, she has been launching her own business, which produces 
the world’s first packaged drinks with sweetness, nutrition and flavours tailored 
to consumers’ unique needs. Along with a team of 10, she has won several 
industry awards, has recently gained national distribution, and is about to open 
up international distribution. In January 2019, she published a book called 
‘Bespoke’, which became an Amazon bestseller. Kamila firmly believes that 
the fundamental dynamics in the food and beverage marketplace will change, 
with ‘customer experience’ overtaking both price and product as key brand 
differentiator by 2020. ‘One size fits all’ doesn’t exist anymore, and she expects 
that this transformation will turn the world of marketing upside down.

11:50  INDUSTRY KEYNOTE: Talk title Tbc  e.fundamentals Limited

FOR: Geraldine Tosh, Head of eCommerce UKI, Unilever
Drawing on a long experience both within industry and as a consultant and 
previous dot.com CEO, Geraldine leads the development of eCommerce 
across new business models, pureplayers, brand.com and external wholesalers 
at Unilever. Her team is responsible for business across the UK & Ireland.

AGAINST: Alberto Kechler, eCommerce Growth Platforms Lead 
MEU, Mondelez International
Alberto has spent 2 years managing the eCommerce growth platforms at 
Mondelēz International. He previously held a similar role at Nestle, where he 
was responsible for the strategic development of the eCommerce business.

12:10  OXFORD STYLE DEBATE: The 
percentage of revenue generated 
through food and beverage 
online sales in Europe will grow 
dramatically over the coming 
decade – For & Against

For:
•  Rapidly advancing digital capabilities and disruptors will 

drive the space forwards, growing online sales dramatically
•  Food and beverage companies will prioritise the growth of online 

sales in a bid to increase efficiency and protect profit margins

Against:
•  In-store sales will remain strong as a large proportion of 

consumers remain wary of the online proposition
•  Brands and retailers aren’t operationally ready for a larger 

jump in online sales

Mastering Product Information Analytics
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Drill Down Roundtables Creative Boardroom
Limited to 15 attendees

1.  Leading consumers through the online journey 
Ollie Ratcliffe, Digital Communications Specialist, Taylors of Harrogate & 
Yorkshire Tea

2.  Digital marketing and content creation 
Jack Daniel, Head of Digital UK&I, Molson Coors

3. Developing a digital company culture
4.  Applications of cutting-edge tech in F&B retail 

Peter Terwindt, Senior Manager Online Sales, Bidfood
5.  Optimised product imagery 

Beatriz Pizarro Garcia, eCommerce Business Manager, Grupo Lactalis Iberia
6.  Using social media to build awareness 

Kamila Sitwell, Co-Founder, Kolibri Drinks
7. Selling through marketplaces
8. Advanced data analytics
9. Website and mobile optimisation

Alcohol brands: How to implement a personalised and hyper-localised 
strategy to win in eCommerce
This interactive session will discuss how alcohol brands can implement a 
personalised and hyper-localised strategy that drives short-term sales and 
long-term loyalty. It will also explore how the right eCommerce model and 
platform can help brands overcome the regulatory hurdles to selling online.

12.40 12.40

13:30  Networking Break
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TRACK A – New Frontiers In Your Product 
Communication Strategy TRACK B – Optimising eCommerce Sales Private Boardroom

Limited to 15 attendees

FOR BRANDS SELLING THROUGH RETAILERS AND FOR RETAILERS FOR BRANDS SELLING THROUGH MARKETPLACES AND D2C FOR RETAILERS AND BRANDS ONLY

Chair’s opening address
Steven Carabasu, UK Director of Product, HelloFresh

CASE STUDY: How can you best convey nutritional 
information through your digital channels to increase 
product purchases?
•  Effectively conveying nutritional information about your 

products through digital channels
•  Ensuring your product pages are transparent and that all 

relevant nutritional information is highly visible
•  Developing a strong SEO strategy, so that generic search 

questions related to your products direct consumers to your 
website

•  Using blockchain to enable consumers to trace the origins of 
your products

Speakers:
Monika Szilva, Head of Digital, eBusiness & Media, Hungary 
Nestlé

Chair’s opening address
Viv Craske, Founder, Amaze Agency

Brand and retailer 
private boardroom: How 
can you join forces to 
accelerate your digital 
transformation and 
boost online sales?
•  Sharing experiences 

and best practice to 
accelerate digital 
transformation

•  How brands and 
retailers can leverage 
one another’s 
eCommerce promotional 
campaigns to grow their 
online visibility

•  How increased data 
sharing between brands 
and retailers can 

KEYNOTE TALK: How to prove the ROI of digital projects 
to get stakeholder buy-in and mobilise the business to 
embrace your digital strategy
•  Proving the ROI of digital projects to get stakeholder buy-in
•  Mobilising your workforce to take them on the eCommerce 

journey with you
• How your eCommerce strategy applies to org design
Vishal Krishna, Specialist & eCommerce Channel Lead UK & 
Ireland, Nestlé Purina

14.30

14.40

14.30 14.30

14.40
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feed through to better 
products and services 
for consumers

Facilitators:
Luke O’Connell, Head 
of Digital & CRM – IS, 
Danone
Peter Terwindt, Senior 
Manager Online Sales, 
Bidfood
Since starting at Bidfood (a 
foodservice wholesale company) 
in 2011, Peter has been 
instrumental in implementing 
an eCommerce platform and 
strategy for the company. From 
a standing start, the eCommerce 
department has increased to 25 
people; and today 97% of the 
company’s revenue comes from 
online sales.
Peter is proud of the complete 
digital transformation of the 
company - from traditional 
wholesaler to digital-first 
wholesaler. Peter believes that 
digital is already increasing 
transparency within the food and 

FIRESIDE CHAT: How can you tailor your product ranges for 
your online and offline offerings?
•  Building an end-to-end PIM system across your website and 

stores / warehouses
•  Ensuring that in-store price changes and promotional 

activities are visible online, and vice versa
•  Fully aligning your online and offline teams and stock to 

facilitate the purchase and returns processes
Panellists:
Lucas Seiler, Global Digital Commercial Director, Mars
Steve Rowland, Head of eCommerce, Rebel Kitchen
Steve is responsible for establishing and growing the new eCommerce channel 
at Rebel Kitchen. He has a hybrid role, which crosses the sales and marketing 
teams; and he works with those teams to integrate eCommerce into the overall 
sales mix in a way that won’t cannibalise sales through existing channels.
Steve is currently involved in projects aimed at identifying the right mix of 
products and pricing through the D2C channel, and on building consumer 
loyalty by establishing highly personalised relationships with consumers. He 
believes that the biggest challenges for beverage brands in the eCommerce 
sphere are: setting up an efficient logistical chain, and creating products 
that show consumers the tangible benefit of purchasing products online and 
which motivate a sustained change in consumer behaviour.

PANEL & INTERACTIVE POLLING: How brands can 
maximise the impact of their products on retailers’ websites 
and turn their brand from ‘digitally visible’ to ‘shoppable’
•  Keeping your product information up-to-date on retailers’ 

websites
•  Measuring the impact of your content on retailers’ websites 

on an on-going basis
•  Getting the most out of advertising and product positioning 

opportunities on retailers’ websites
•  Mobile optimised imagery to make your products highly 

visible and user-friendly
•  Understanding the importance of compelling and accurate 

product descriptions, and attractive product photos

Panellists:
Alice Hawcroft, eCommerce Client Director, Nectar Loyalty, 
Sainsbury’s
Roland Wiedhaup, Global Head of eCommerce, 
FrieslandCampina
Roland is responsible for the global eCommerce business for one of 
the world’s biggest dairy companies, and manages 35 people. In Asia, 
FrieslandCampina is leading in infant nutrition; and in Europe and Africa the 
business is focused more on consumer products. Within Asia, Roland and 
his team are heavily focused on developing their marketplaces and D2C 
activities. This involves rolling out a TrackEasy system to ensure consumers 
know about the origins of the milk and can trust the product. Within the 
Netherlands, FrieslandCampina has been ranked #1 FMCG eCommerce 

15.00 15.00
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supplier by all retail partners and has an online share above 6%.
Roland believes that F&B companies must follow the thoughts and pain 
points of consumers rather than following digital technology itself. He 
feels that marketplaces like Alibaba and Amazon will be crucial to the 
development of the industry in the near-future, and that the ultimate goal of 
F&B companies should be to offer a seamless experience between online 
and offline for all consumers.

Diane de la Baronniere, eGrocery Marketing Lead, Europe, 
PepsiCo
Diane leads the eCommerce marketing strategy for PepsiCo brands across 
all eGrocery accounts within Europe and sub-Sahara Africa. Her team 
focuses on using the various platforms they work with to build shopper-
driven campaigns - sending the right messages to the right shoppers in 
a way that will drive sales. Everything that Diane’s team does is data and 
insights-driven thanks to partnership with the retailers they work with.
Diane believes that there will be so many changes to how people shop 
online, how retailers respond to those changes, and how retailers work with 
brands that it is near-impossible to guess how the sector will develop over 
the coming 5 years – it is an interesting and constantly moving world!

Jean Philippe Nier, Head of eCommerce UK&I, The Kraft 
Heinz Company
Jean Philippe joined Kraft Heinz to build up the eCommerce team, and he 
is responsible for everything related to eCommerce within the business. 
Prior to kraft Heinz, Jean-Philippe worked in Unilever where he has built 
experience in eCommerce in Europe and UK.
In his role at Kraft Heinz, He has now built a team of 4 and is making very 
good progress in the following key areas: recruitment of great digital 
talent; ensuring that all data is centralised and analysed to drive a better 
understanding of the business; educating the wider business about the 
importance of eCommerce; and making the shopper journey as easy and 

beverage sector - from price-
transparency to transparency 
around the origin of products - 
and that this trend will continue 
to grow. He also expects that 
the use of marketplaces will be 
a driving force in the evolution of 
the sector.
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16:00  INSPIRATIONAL TALK: How to use 
cutting-edge tech (AI, blockchain, 
voice activation, facial recognition) 
to better understand your consumers 
and make more intelligent decisions

•  Innovations in voice technology and facial recognition, and 
their applications in the food and beverage sector

•  How AI and machine learning can enable you to better 
understand consumers, adapt your communications, and 
make more intelligent business decisions

•  Using blockchain for transparency and traceability around 
your products and their origins to build trust with consumers

•  Embedding digital tech into your product packaging and your 
innovation pipeline

Nick Popovici, CEO & Co-Founder, Vita Mojo
Nick launched Vita Mojo in 2015. The company owns and operates a chain of 
3 restaurants in London, which use cutting-edge software to optimally engage 
consumers.

15:20  Networking Break

Digital Food & Beverage 2030

quick as possible.
For Jean Phillipe, digital tech is something that primarily needs to improve 
the shopper experience and help F&B companies transform data into 
tangible interactions.

16:20  DRAGON’S DEN: Examining the latest 
and greatest food and beverage 
disruptors that are challenging 
traditional business models and 
transforming the industry

Join us with chilled beers and get a sneak peek into the most 
innovative F&B companies and how they are digitally engaging 
consumers. Hear from three food and beverage start-ups as 
they present their business and explain how they are using 
digital tech to drive innovation in their industry. The audience 
will then vote for their favourite innovation.

Pierre Baryla, Chief International Officer, nu3
Pierre manages operations for all non-German speaking markets at nu3. He 
is also involved at group level on branding and product development for the 
company. Despite being based in Berlin, nu3 has had great success establishing 
their brand in France, both online and in retail. This has partly been achieved by 
the company’s creative and community-focused approach to marketing. Pierre 
believes that the ‘one size fits all’ product will work less and less in the future, 
and that companies will increasingly need products that fit personal needs. As 
well as demanding functional, healthy and tasty foods, consumers are buying 
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17:00  End of Conference 

more from food and beverage companies whose values they share.

Alice Mrongovius, Co-Founder & Chief Digital Officer, 
Lowenzahn Organics
Löwenzahn Organics is a digital first, early stage startup that supports women in 
their transition to motherhood by providing the best functional nutrition for the 
first 1000 days of their child’s life that is organic and traceable to source. The 
category is complex and highly regulated, in terms of ingredients, nutritional 
claims and advertising restrictions. The company’s online marketing strategy and 
new product launches are designed around research into the online habits of 
millennial mums. The company has a V1 of product traceability and is currently 
developing a V2. Alice believes that the two most important opportunities of 
digital technology for the baby category are the channel switch to D2C online 
delivery and building technology to verify the supply chain.
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